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The Lost Fleet: Corsair (complete collection)
The Devil's Highway
In John G. Hemry's terrific military science fiction series, a young officer risks
everything in his fight for justice . . . Lieutenant Junior Grade Paul Sinclair must
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adjust to his new position on the warship USS Michaelson--juggling his Legal Officer
responsibilities and his personal life, as his relationship with girlfriend Jen Shen
intensifies. When an explosion takes out most of Forward Engineering, Sinclair
leads the effort to extinguish the fire. He's practically a hero. But when Captain
Shen, Jen’s father, is brought in to conduct an investigation, it seems that he’s
gunning for his daughter’s suitor. Soon Sinclair uncovers evidence that points to a
cover-up—involving a rising star in the officer corps. His evidence is circumstantial,
and the suspect is the son of a powerful vice admiral. Sinclair is determined to see
justice done, but is he willing to risk his name, his career, and his future among the
stars?

The Dragons of Dorcastle
New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell continues his “series of fastpaced adventure” (SFRevu) as The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier continues
Admiral John “Black Jack” Geary and the crew of Dauntless have safely escorted
important alien representatives to Earth. But before they can depart for home, two
of Geary’s key lieutenants vanish. The search for his missing men leads Geary on a
far-flung chase, ultimately ending at the one spot in space from which all humans
have been banned: the moon Europa. Any ship that lands there must stay or be
destroyed—leaving Geary to face the most profound moral dilemma of his life. To
make matters worse, strains on the Alliance are growing as the Syndics continue to
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meddle. Geary is ordered to take a small force to the border of Syndic space. But
what he finds there is a danger much greater than anyone expected: a mysterious
threat that could finally force the Alliance to its knees

The Lost Fleet
Who hid the blond wig in the trash can near the Yacht Clubwhy does Tyrone Taylor
have a black eyeand what about the mysterious handprints outside Mr. Heiden's
cottage? Who knows? Encyclopedia Brown, of course! America's Sherlock Holmes
in sneakers is back, with ten brand-new solve-it-yourself mysteries to challenge
and amaze his fans. You can match wits with the ten-year-old super-sleuth as he
and his partner, Sally Kimball, track down clues and make some startling
discoveries as they work to keep Idaville in order. There are puzzling problems of
missing property, sabotaged races, a frame-up involving the boy wonder himself,
and even a case of unrequited love. And if you get stuck, you can turn to the back
of the book to see how Encyclopedia solved the mystery. But don't peek until
you're stumped!

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier: Steadfast
Determined not to leave any of his people behind, Captain 'Black Jack' Geary
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orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to free the POWs held in a heavily guarded
Syndic camp.

Annihilation: Star Wars Legends (The Old Republic)
At the end of the 19th century, Dundee was Europe's premier Arctic whaling port.
From humble beginnings in the 1750's this national industry had survived French
and American wars, privateers, economic slumps, storms, heart-wrenching
disasters and some amazing triumphs. From 1860 until the 1880's, Dundee built
the most efficient Arctic vessels in the world. Despite being only a small city on the
east coast of Scotland, as the 19th century closed, it was the most important Arctic
whaling port in Europe. The Dundee Whaling Fleet gives an overview of Dundee's
experience in Arctic whaling, including a valuable guide to every ship in the fleet
with statistics, dates and a thumbnail history. It also gives sketches of the most
prominent of the whaling masters, Dundee shipping companies and 350 of the tens
of thousands of seamen who took the ships north.

By Schism Rent Asunder
Five-time bestselling author Frank McKinney boldly enters the Christian romance
genre with this erotic, seductively spiritual love story. The Other Thief will arouse
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readers and their faith, leaving them wondering which side of the cross they would
choose. Francis Rose, lead singer for a meteorically popular Christian rock band,
has it all—fame, fortune, family, and deep faith. With the support of his loving wife,
young daughter, and Down-syndrome blessed son, he's gone from performing to
an audience of 20 at his tiny Lutheran church in Keeler, Indiana, to selling out
20,000-seat arenas. His impact is global, soulful, and seemingly unstoppable. The
seven deadly sins don't stand a chance against a man of Francis' character,
morality, and faith. Or do they? Their alluring assault is relentless as Francis
encounters each of them along his ascending path to superstardom. Will the full
armor of God protect him, or will his vast talents and blessings be undone by the
threats posed by a foreign and unlikely demon? Is it too late? Can he be saved?
Should he be saved?

Cornelius Nepos, Life of Hannibal
The author of "Across the Wire" offers brilliant investigative reporting of what went
wrong when, in May 2001, a group of 26 men attempted to cross the Mexican
border into the desert of southern Arizona. Only 12 men came back out. "Superb . .
. Nothing less than a saga on the scale of the Exodus and an ordeal as
heartbreaking as the Passion . . . The book comes vividly alive with a richness of
language and a mastery of narrative detail that only the most gifted of writers are
able to achieve.--"Los Angeles Times Book Review."
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Unbroken
After rescuing POWs from a labor camp in the Heradao Star System, Captain John
"Black Jack" Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush his fleet, forcing him
to jump from one star system to the next in an effort to avoid the enemy.

The Lost Stars: Imperfect Sword
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years! Based on the epic videogame from
BioWare and LucasArts NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The Sith Empire is in flux.
The Emperor is missing, presumed dead, and an ambitious Sith lord’s attempt to
seize the throne has ended fatally. Still, Darth Karrid, commander of the fearsome
Imperial battle cruiser Ascendant Spear, continues her relentless efforts to achieve
total Sith domination of the galaxy. But Karrid’s ruthless determination is more
than matched in the steely resolve of Theron Shan, whose unfinished business with
the Empire could change the course of the war for good. Though the son of a Jedi
master, Theron does not wield the Force—but like his renowned mother, the spirit
of rebellion is in his blood. As a top covert agent for the Republic, he struck a
crucial blow against the Empire by exposing and destroying a Sith superweapon
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arsenal—which makes him the ideal operative for a daring and dangerous mission
to end Ascendant Spear’s reign of terror. Joined by hot-headed smuggler Teff’ith,
with whom he has an inexplicable bond, and wise Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural, Darth
Karrid’s former master, Theron must match wits and weapons with a battle-tested
crew of the most cold-blooded dark side disciples. But time is brutally short. And if
they don’t seize their one chance to succeed, they will surely have countless
opportunities to die. Praise for Annihilation “An espionage story interwoven with
personal conflicts . . . space battles, lightsaber fights, and gripping spy missions . .
. Annihilation may be Karpyshyn’s strongest novel yet.”—Roqoo Depot “Pure Star
Wars action-adventure entertainment as only Drew Karpyshyn can write it.”—The
Founding Fields

Unsinkable
The Fight for the Galaxy is On! Earth's Posleen invasion is contained¾at a huge
cost in human blood and anguish. Now hard-nosed commander Mike O'Neal
discovers that he's saved our world only to unwittingly lead humanity into slavery.
It's another twist of the knife in the human back courtesy of those wannabe
Masters of the Universe, the Darhel. But the Darhel are about to experience an
even nastier revelation of their own. For there are other universes¾universes with
occupants so ravenous they make the Posleen horde seem like a Boy Scout troop.
Occupants with the mind-bending power to open a door between realities¾and
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invade a certain double-spiral galaxy like the plague! As war turns to rout and
slaughter, the Darhel have no choice but to beg the one man who hates them
more than anything to lead the counter-attack. General O'Neal, welcome to your
destiny. The galaxy that betrayed you is now depending on you for salvation! At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
At long last ¾ the latest and greatest entry in military SF master John Ringo's
ground-breaking "Posleen War" series, and a direct sequel to his New York Times
best-seller Hell's Faire. "If Tom Clancy were writing SF, it would read much like John
Ringo." ¾Philadelphia Weekly Press. "[Combines] fast-moving battle scenes with
vignettes of individual courage and sacrifice." ¾Library Journal on New York Times
and USA Today best-seller John Ringo's "Posleen War" saga.

Boneshaker
A young fleet officer and a Marine stand together to defend their colony in the
continuation of the powerful and action-packed Genesis Fleet saga from New York
Times bestselling author Jack Campbell. In the three years since former fleet officer
Rob Geary and former Marine Mele Darcy led improvised forces to repel attacks on
the newly settled world of Glenlyon, tensions have only gotten worse. When one of
Glenlyon's warships is blown apart trying to break the blockade that has isolated
the world from the rest of human-colonized space, only the destroyer Saber
remains to defend it from another attack. Geary's decision to take Saber to the
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nearby star Kosatka to safeguard a diplomatic mission is a risky interpretation of
his orders, to say the least. Kosatka has been fighting a growing threat from socalled rebels--who are actually soldiers from aggressive colonies. When a
"peacekeeping force" carrying thousands of enemy soldiers arrives in Kosatka's
star system, the people of that world, including Lochan Nakamura and former
"Red" Carmen Ochoa, face an apparently hopeless battle to retain their freedom.
It's said that the best defense is a good offense. But even if a bold and risky move
succeeds, Geary and Darcy may not survive it

The Other Thief
Dematr is a world ruled by the diametrically opposed Mage and Mechanic Guilds.
For centuries, the two Great Guilds have been bitter rivals. But now a Storm
approaches, one that could sweep away everything that humans have built. Only
one person has any chance of uniting enough of the world behind to stop the
Storm. Mari is a brilliant young Mechanic, just out of the Guild Halls, where she has
spent most of her life learning how to run the steam locomotives and other devices
of her Guild. Alain is the youngest Mage ever to learn how to change the world he
sees with the power of his mind. Each has been taught that the works of the
other's Guild are frauds. But when their caravan is destroyed, they must join
forces. Their union could save the world from the approaching Storm, but it could
also upend the Great Guilds who will stop at nothing to preserve their power. Mari
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and Alain will have to choose between protecting their lives and their Guilds, or
risking everything to protect Dematr from the coming Storm.

The Lost Fleet
The epic fifth novel in the Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery series by the
bestselling author of Winter in Madrid and Dominion Summer 1545. A massive
French armada is threatening England, and Henry VIII has plunged the country into
economic crisis to finance the war. Meanwhile, an old servant of Queen Catherine
Parr has asked Matthew Shardlake to investigate claims of "monstrous" wrongs
committed against a young ward of the court. As the French fleet approaches,
Shardlake's inquiries reunite him with an old friend-and an old enemy close to the
throne. This fast-paced fifth installment in C. J. Sansom's "richly entertaining and
reassuringly scholarly series" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review)
will enchant fans of Wolf Hall, Bring Up the Bodies, and The Other Boleyn Girl.

Encyclopedia Brown and the Case of the Mysterious Handprints
Young Carmen Dula and her family are embarking on the adventure of a lifetimethey're going to Mars. But Carmen's rebellious streak leads her to venture out into
the bleak Mars landscape alone, where she is saved by an angel. An angel with too
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many arms and legs, a head that looks like a potato gone bad-and a message for
the humans on Mars: We were here first

Tarnished Knight
Marine First Lieutenant Jacob Brown is bored. For months he's been sitting around
on an alien planet, waiting for command to recall his scout team so they could rest
and be re-outfitted. The team went through hell during their previous mission,
losing both their commanding officer and their ship. For now, Jacob was acting CO
of Scout Team Obsidian and their ship was a broken down old surplus combat
shuttle they'd stolen from narco-smugglers on a planet called Niceen-3. When
command finally does reach out, however, it isn't to order Obsidian home for some
much needed R&R. Instead, they are being reactivated and sent out into the
contested space of the recently conquered Eshquarian Empire to track down a
single Terran cruiser called the Eagle's Talon. The Talon's captain has gone rogue
and is operating within a fleet of ships bent on open rebellion against the
quadrant's only remaining superpower. If that ship is discovered within the rebel
fleet, Earth will bear the brunt of the ConFed's reprisal. Jacob's team is in a race
against time to locate the missing ship and her rogue captain so that a Navy strike
force can swoop in and reclaim her or destroy her.
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Triumphant
“Certain stories we need to tell regardless of their size. One of Mr. Sullivan’s
achievements is to remind us why.” —The Wall Street Journal In the bestselling
tradition of Indianapolis and In Harm’s Way comes a thrilling and vividly told
account of the USS Plunkett—a US Navy destroyer that sustained the most
harrowing attack on any Navy ship by the Germans during World War II, that gave
as good as it got, and that was later made famous by John Ford and Herman Wouk.
More than the story of a single, savage engagement, Unsinkable traces the
individual journeys of five men on one ship from Casablanca in North Africa, to
Sicily and Salerno in Italy and then on to Plunkett’s defining moment at Anzio,
where a dozen-odd German bombers bore down on the ship in an assault so
savage, so prolonged, and so deadly that one Navy commander was hard-pressed
to think of another destroyer that had endured what Plunkett had. After a threemonth overhaul and with a reputation rising as the “fightin’est ship” in the Navy,
Plunkett (DD-431) plunged back into the war at Omaha Beach on D-Day, and once
again into battle during the invasion of Southern France—perhaps the only Navy
ship to participate in every Allied invasion in the European theatre. Featuring five
incredibly brave men—the indomitable skipper, who will receive the Navy Cross;
the gunnery officer, who bucks the captain every step of the way to Anzio; a first
lieutenant, who’s desperate to get off the ship and into the Pacific; a seventeenyear-old water tender, who’s trying to hold onto his hometown girl against all odds,
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and another water tender, who mans a 20mm gun when under aerial assault—the
dramatic story of each plays out on the decks of the Plunkett as the ship’s story
escalates on the stage of the Mediterranean. Based on Navy logs, war diaries,
action reports, letters, journals, memoirs, and dozens of interviews with the men
who were on the ship and their families, Unsinkable transcends historical
appreciation of a single military ship to become a timeless evocation of young men
stepping up to the defining experience of their lives.

Singularity
A search for two of his missing lieutenants sends Geary to the moon Europa,
despite its ban on all humans, where he discovers a growing, mysterious threat to
the Alliance.

The Dundee Whaling Fleet
Two defense experts explore the collision of war, politics, and social media, where
the most important battles are now only a click away. Through the weaponization
of social media, the internet is changing war and politics, just as war and politics
are changing the internet. Terrorists livestream their attacks, “Twitter wars”
produce real‐world casualties, and viral misinformation alters not just the result of
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battles, but the very fate of nations. The result is that war, tech, and politics have
blurred into a new kind of battlespace that plays out on our smartphones. P. W.
Singer and Emerson Brooking tackle the mind‐bending questions that arise when
war goes online and the online world goes to war. They explore how ISIS copies the
Instagram tactics of Taylor Swift, a former World of Warcraft addict foils war crimes
thousands of miles away, internet trolls shape elections, and China uses a
smartphone app to police the thoughts of 1.4 billion citizens. What can be kept
secret in a world of networks? Does social media expose the truth or bury it? And
what role do ordinary people now play in international conflicts? Delving into the
web’s darkest corners, we meet the unexpected warriors of social media, such as
the rapper turned jihadist PR czar and the Russian hipsters who wage unceasing
infowars against the West. Finally, looking to the crucial years ahead, LikeWar
outlines a radical new paradigm for understanding and defending against the
unprecedented threats of our networked world.

Eye of the Storm
After being betrayed by the Syndicate, Artur Drakon and Gwen Iceni stage a coup
for control of Midway in the first novel in a spin-off of the New York Times bestselling Lost Fleet series. 75,000 first printing.
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Space Chase
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED AND KIRKUS
REVIEWS • With deeply moving human drama, nail-biting suspense—and bold
speculation informed by a degree in physics—C. A. Higgins spins a riveting science
fiction debut guaranteed to catapult readers beyond their expectations. Serving
aboard the Ananke, an experimental military spacecraft launched by the ruthless
organization that rules Earth and its solar system, computer scientist Althea has
established an intense emotional bond—not with any of her crewmates, but with
the ship’s electronic systems, which speak more deeply to her analytical mind than
human feelings do. But when a pair of fugitive terrorists gain access to the Ananke,
Althea must draw upon her heart and soul for the strength to defend her beloved
ship. While one of the saboteurs remains at large somewhere on board, his
captured partner—the enigmatic Ivan—may prove to be more dangerous. The
perversely fascinating criminal whose silver tongue is his most effective weapon
has long evaded the authorities’ most relentless surveillance—and kept the truth
about his methods and motives well hidden. As the ship’s systems begin to
malfunction and the claustrophobic atmosphere is increasingly poisoned by
distrust and suspicion, it falls to Althea to penetrate the prisoner’s layers of
intrigue and deception before all is lost. But when the true nature of Ivan’s mission
is exposed, it will change Althea forever—if it doesn’t kill her first. Praise for
Lightless “Gripping . . . sci-fi flavored with a hint of thriller.”—New York Daily News
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“[A] measured, lovely science-fiction debut [that is] more psychological thriller . . .
contained, disciplined, tense . . . The plot is compulsive. . . . Lightless is the first of
a planned series, and you can’t help looking forward to learning what’s next.”—The
New York Times “Lightless is full of suspense and fun as hell to read.”—BuzzFeed
“Absolutely brilliant . . . This is science fiction as it is meant to be done: scientific
concepts wedded to and built upon human ideals.”—Seanan McGuire, New York
Times bestselling author of the October Daye series “The stakes in this story are
high—life and death, rebellion and betrayal—and debut novelist Higgins continually
ratchets up the tension. . . . A suspenseful, emotional story that asks plenty of big
questions about identity and freedom, this is a debut not to be missed.”—Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) “A taut, suspenseful read.”—Tech Times “Lightless is an
exercise in lighting a very slow fuse and building the tension to an unbearable
pitch while making us guess just how apocalyptic the ultimate explosion will be. . .
. It is a high-wire act, a wonderment, and a fine accomplishment from a name we’ll
be seeing again.”—Sci Fi From the Hardcover edition.

The Lost Fleet: Relentless
When he leads his fleet back into Syndic space to convince the Syndics, who have
suffered tremendous losses, to surrender, Captain Jon "Black Jack" Geary is
confronted by an even greater alien threat. Original.
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Island of the Lost
A young fleet officer and a Marine must stand together to defend their neighbors
and their colony. The recently colonized world of Glenlyon has learned that they're
stronger when they stand with other star systems than when they are on their
own. But after helping their neighbor Kosatka against an invasion, Glenlyon has
become a target. An attack is launched against Glenlyon's orbital facility with
forces too powerful for fleet officer Robert Geary to counter using their sole
remaining destroyer, Saber. Mele Darcy's Marines must repel repeated assaults
while their hacker tries to get into the enemy systems to give Saber a fighting
chance. To survive, Glenlyon needs more firepower, and the only source for that is
their neighbor Kosatka or other star systems that have so far remained neutral. But
trying to convince other worlds to help is a seemingly hopeless struggle. As star
systems founded by people seeking freedom and autonomy, will Kosatka,
Glenlyon, and others be able to overcome deep suspicions of surrendering any
authority to others? Will the free star systems stand together in a new alliance or
fall alone?

Heartstone
“Riveting.” —The New York Times Book Review Hundreds of miles from civilization,
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two ships wreck on opposite ends of the same deserted island in this true story of
human nature at its best—and at its worst. It is 1864, and Captain Thomas
Musgrave’s schooner, the Grafton, has just wrecked on Auckland Island, a
forbidding piece of land 285 miles south of New Zealand. Battered by year-round
freezing rain and constant winds, it is one of the most inhospitable places on earth.
To be shipwrecked there means almost certain death. Incredibly, at the same time
on the opposite end of the island, another ship runs aground during a storm.
Separated by only twenty miles and the island’s treacherous, impassable cliffs, the
crews of the Grafton and the Invercauld face the same fate. And yet where the
Invercauld’s crew turns inward on itself, fighting, starving, and even turning to
cannibalism, Musgrave’s crew bands together to build a cabin and a forge—and
eventually, to find a way to escape. Using the survivors’ journals and historical
records, award-winning maritime historian Joan Druett brings to life this
extraordinary untold story about leadership and the fine line between order and
chaos.

The Odyssey of Homer
" The wait is over. New York Times bestselling author Jack Campbell continues his
action-packed spin-off to The Lost Fleet series as the Syndicate's civil war
threatens to spread even farther into the final frontier President Gwen Iceni and
General Artur Drakon have successfully liberated the Midway Star System-but the
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former rulers of the Syndicate Worlds won't surrender the region without a fight.
The dictatorial regime has ordered the ex-Syndicate CEOs terminated with extreme
prejudice and the system's citizens punished for their defiance. Outnumbered and
led by junior officers hastily promoted in the wake of the uprising, Midway's
warships are no match for the fleet massing and preparing to strike. But the
Syndicate isn't the only threat facing Iceni and Drakon. Another former CEO has
taken control of the Ulindi Star System, the first calculated move toward
establishing his own little empire. With Drakon's ground forces dispatched to
Ulindi, Midway erupts in violence as Syndicate agents and other, unknown enemies
stoke a renewed revolt against Iceni's power-leaving both her and Drakon
vulnerable to trusted officers just waiting for an opportune moment to betray them
"--

Burden of Proof
Space Chase Blurb:At first young Ryan Chase thought it was no big deal. A minor
space collision with a creepy looking refurbished Paotow Tanker. Hey, these things
happen right? Sure, unless the one you've plowed into is a murderous
psychopath--a psychopath who had been lying in wait for the young Consignment
Freight delivery pilot. The relentless cat and mouse galactic chase is on and Ryan
must match his pursuer's cunning or die trying. Unbeknownst to Ryan--there's
more to what's going on than he realizes. By the time ex-president Nan Reynolds,
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Captain Jason Reynolds, and the rest of the Star Watch team are alerted to a much
larger conspiracy--Ryan may have already been captured. Something extra: Like
characters in and of themselves, various spacecrafts in this high-stakes space
adventure seem to come alive. Tap into the author's imagination and view four of
the ships. Spin, rotate, zoom in and out--with provided 3D, online, diagrams.

Fearless
The sequel to the New York Times best seller Off Armageddon Reef The world has
changed. The mercantile kingdom of Charis has prevailed over the alliance
designed to exterminate it. Armed with better sailing vessels, better guns and
better devices of all sorts, Charis faced the combined navies of the rest of the
world at Darcos Sound and Armageddon Reef, and broke them. Despite the
implacable hostility of the Church of God Awaiting, Charis still stands, still free, still
tolerant, still an island of innovation in a world in which the Church has worked for
centuries to keep humanity locked at a medieval level of existence. But the
powerful men who run the Church aren't going to take their defeat lying down.
Charis may control the world's seas, but it barely has an army worthy of the name.
And as King Cayleb knows, far too much of the kingdom's recent good fortune is
due to the secret manipulations of the being that calls himself Merlin-a being that,
the world must not find out too soon, is more than human. A being on whose
shoulders rests the last chance for humanity's freedom. Now, as Charis and its
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archbishop make the rift with Mother Church explicit, the storm gathers. Schism
has come to the world of Safehold. Nothing will ever be the same in David Weber's
By Schism Rent Asunder. Safehold Series 1. Off Armageddon Reef 2. By Schism
Rent Asunder 3. By Heresies Distressed 4. A Mighty Fortress 5. How Firm A
Foundation 6. Midst Toil and Tribulation 7. Like A Mighty Army 8. Hell's Foundations
Quiver 9. At the Sign of Triumph At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Lost Fleet: Courageous
Determined not to leave any of his people behind, Captain 'Black Jack' Geary
orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to free the POWs held in a heavily guarded
Syndic camp.

Perilous Shield
-The New York Times bestselling author of The Lost Fleet series returns to the
-strong saga-* of a rebellion against a totalitarian regime, and the determination of
two people to create a better future in the farthest reaches of the colonized galaxy
The Syndicate Worlds continues to splinter as more star systems pledge allegiance
to President Gwen Iceni, General Artur Drakon, and the new government they're
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establishing at Midway. But the toxic legacy of Syndicate rule undermines their
efforts as the rebels encounter difficulty trusting one another and believing their
new leaders' promises of freedom from tyranny. Before Iceni and Drakon can put
their house in order, they must deal with another threat. An enigma warship has
appeared and vanished near a Syndic colony. If the aliens are capable of jumping
into other human-occupied star systems, then billions of people could be
vulnerable to a hostile invasion fleet anywhere it chooses to strike. But an even
greater liability lies with Iceni and Drakon as a once-trusted adviser turned
saboteur plans revenge..---

LikeWar
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the
sea during World War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being
rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.

Steadfast
The rebels of the Midway Star System work to create a new government that is
both powerful and fair despite a new alien threat to humanity.
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Marsbound
Returning from survival hibernation and assuming the command of the Alliance
fleet, legendary hero Captain John "Black Jack" Geary must retrieve the stolen
Syndic hypernet key to save the Alliance from destruction at the hands of the
Syndics. Original.

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
Outnumbered by the superior forces and firepower of the Syndicate Worlds, the
Alliance Fleet continues its dangerous retreat across the enemy star system. Led
by legendary Captain John “Black Jack” Geary, the Alliance is desperately trying to
return home with its captured prize: the key to the Syndic hypernet.

Ascendant
Captain John “Black Jack” Geary races to save a group of Alliance POWs from
certain death in this gripping novel in New York Times bestselling author Jack
Campbell's Lost Fleet series. Alliance prisoners of war are being held at a labor
camp in the Heradao star system, which also happens to be the location of the
majority of the surviving Syndic warships. Determined not to leave any of his
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people behind, “Black Jack” Geary orders the fleet to strike hard and fast to rescue
the POWs with minimal Alliance losses. The raid is successful, but victory is shortlived. Geary discovers that the Syndics plan to ambush the fleet with their powerful
reserve flotilla in an attempt to annihilate it once and for all—but he doesn’t know
where the enemy is located. And as Geary has the fleet jump from one star system
to the next, hoping to avoid the inevitable confrontation, saboteurs contribute to
the chaos

Lightless
CAMPBELL/LOST FLEET COURAGEOUS

The Lost Fleet: Victorious
Jack Campbell’s Lost Fleet universe comes to comics! The century-long war
between two space empires, the Alliance and the Syndics, has ended, but Captain
Michael Geary, nephew of the legendary Alliance Commander John “Black Jack”
Geary, believed MIA, is still a prisoner. Together with former enemy, Destina
Aragon, desperate to escape to reach of a tyrannical government, can he help her
rebellion succeed, live up to the legend coloring his family name – or will he die
trying? Grievances must be put aside as a daring intergalactic jail-break becomes a
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battle for survival against the odds, in this gripping new comic series written by
New York Times best-selling military science fiction author Jack Campbell, based on
his novel series. “Bringing his celebrated book series to life in amazing visual
fashion, Jack Campbell delivers a sci-fi masterpiece!” – Pastrami Nation “Fastpaced, with fast dialogue and visceral action!” – Sci-fi Pulse “Titan Comics has
found itself a novel franchise that can be turned into comics in what appears to be
a seamless transition.” – Reading with a Flight Ring p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
12.0px Calibri; min-height: 14.0px}

The Lost Fleet: Relentless
Trebia. Trasimene. Cannae. With three stunning victories, Hannibal humbled Rome
and nearly shattered its empire. Even today Hannibal's brilliant, if ultimately
unsuccessful, campaign against Rome during the Second Punic War (218-202 BC)
make him one of history's most celebrated military leaders. This biography by
Cornelius Nepos (c. 100-27 BC) sketches Hannibal's life from the time he began
traveling with his father's army as a young boy, through his sixteen-year invasion
of Italy and his tumultuous political career in Carthage, to his perilous exile and
eventual suicide in the East. As Rome completed its bloody transition from
dysfunctional republic to stable monarchy, Nepos labored to complete an
innovative and influential collection of concise biographies. Putting aside the
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detailed, chronological accounts of military campaigns and political machinations
that characterized most writing about history, Nepos surveyed Roman and Greek
history for distinguished men who excelled in a range of prestigious occupations. In
the exploits and achievements of these illustrious men, Nepos hoped that his
readers would find models for the honorable conduct of their own lives. Although
most of Nepos' works have been lost, we are fortunate to have his biography of
Hannibal. Nepos offers a surprisingly balanced portrayal of a man that most Roman
authors vilified as the most monstrous foe that Rome had ever faced. Nepos'
straightforward style and his preference for common vocabulary make Life of
Hannibal accessible for those who are just beginning to read continuous Latin
prose, while the historical interest of the subject make it compelling for readers of
every ability.

The Lost Stars: Shattered Spear
Paradise Lost is an epic poem in twelve books, in English heroic verse without
rhyme, by John Milton (C. P. P.) and was published in 1667. The subject is the fall of
man, and the expulsion from Paradise.

Paradise Lost
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The Lost Fleet: Dauntless
Humankind’s vast intergalactic power struggle and future war to bring down an
insidious evil alien empire reaches an explosive, page-turning climax in Ian
Douglas’s Singularity, the third book in his New York Times bestselling Star Carrier
series. Blisteringly exciting military science fiction in the vein of the hit TV series
“Battlestar Galactica,” Singularity pits determined space soldiers against a
powerful race of creatures bent upon the total annihilation of a human race on the
brink of technological transcendence. A notable descendant of such classic military
sf novels as Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War and Starship Troopers by Robert
Heinlein, Singularity will not disappoint author Douglas’s every-growing legion of
fans as it conquers Jack Campbell, Rick Shelley, John Ringo, David Sherman and
Dan Cragg loyalists as well.
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